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WHAT IS SAVE?
Our 'Safeguarding Against Violent Extremism' (SAVE) course is for any professional interested
in their statutory duty to prevent radicalisation and serious violence. The course approaches
learning through a contextual safeguarding framework, focussing on difficult conversations,
scenario work and addressing the contexts of violent extremism.
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WE DELIVERED SAVE FOR...
WHAT DO OUR PROFESSIONAL PARTICIPANTS THINK?

We ask our participants what they think of SAVE, with a focus on their key learnings and
satisfaction levels. They told us they felt...
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SESSIONS LASTED FOR...
Depending on the needs of our clients, we provided sessions lasting two
hours, three hours, half a day or a full day.
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WANT TO BOOK SAVE? HERE'S WHAT YOU'LL GET...
To ensure our clients get as much
from SAVE as possible we
developed a five step process to
solidify long term, relevant learning.

Step One

We book your training at a
time and place that suits you.

Step Five
WHAT DO OUR PROFESSIONAL PARTICIPANTS SAY?
"It was well varied, for example the delivery, videos, group activities and
discussion. I feel my knowledge of violent extremism has really improved. Thank
you!"

"It showed me the importance of developing confidence to challenge
respectfully. I really liked the way we learnt how recruitment can be the same
for all extremist groups."

"Everything about the session was to a high standard. Our trainer encouraged
learner input and explained content clearly. It's a good product for building trust."
"Coincidentally this came up in a meeting with a young man on one my recent
cases. He has shaved his head and is putting up Hitler posters. I felt much more
confident discussing this after the training"

All participants have access
to online resources to
continue learning after their
session

Step Two

We tailor your training to your
needs and locality to ensure
relevance

Step Four

Step Three

We gather feedback to
ensure the constant
development of SAVE

T H A N K

An expert facilitator delivers
interactive, exploratory
training
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We measure our impact by distributing impact evaluation forms before and after each of our programmes. We work with expert evaluators to ensure a thorough analysis of our outputs.

